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Dear Members and Friends,

Thank you Melissa Hacker for being our first guest in our 15th anniversary book / film discussion series on Facebook. Our February guest is Ellen Cassedy, author of We Are Here: Memories of the Lithuanian Holocaust. To preview the book: www.youtube.com/watch?v=QtVBSP-jfDo. You are welcome to ask questions directly to Ellen. Join us by clicking on the discussion tab above (right).

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook Group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The International Tracing Service (ITS) has published its complete inventory on the internet. The inventory, available in German and English, offers an overview of the ITS’s archival holdings, comprising some 30 million documents on National Socialist persecution and forced labor as well as the fates of the survivors. The archive’s original documents have been inscribed in the UNESCO documentary heritage register “Memory of the World” since 2013.

The indexing of the extensive holdings, however, has not yet reached completion. For reasons of transparency, the ITS has deliberately decided to include parts of the holdings that have undergone only preliminary or superficial indexing to date in its general online inventory. One by one, the existing information on the sub-collections will be supplemented with detailed descriptions of the contents to permit more in-depth access to the documents. The general inventory on our website reflects the current status of the indexing process, as the data is retrieved directly from the digital ITS archive. To access the general inventory, go to: www.its-arolsen.org/en/archives/overview-of-the-archival-holdings/general-inventory/

Of Interest to American Holocaust Survivors
In accordance with the Older Americans Act, the US Administration for Community Living (ACL) has recently published “Guidance for Outreach and Providing Services for Holocaust Survivors” which discusses “promising practices to conduct outreach and service provision to the Holocaust population… as a vehicle by which the Aging Services Network can build stronger connections to organizations and stakeholders providing care to Holocaust survivors, to enhance service capacity and quality” and outlines “the unique needs and challenges of serving Holocaust survivors, [their] mental and physical health, nutrition, transportation, caregiver support, outreach, legal and ombudsman services.” To access ACL’s guidance for outreach and providing services for Holocaust survivors, go to: https://aoa.acl.gov/AoA_Programs/OAA/Reauthorization/2016/docs/ACL-Guidance-Holocaust-Survivor-Services.pdf

International Holocaust Remembrance Day events
If you did not have the chance to attend all the events at the United Nations, visit webtv.un.org:
26 January: DPI/NGO briefing on "Holocaust remembrance: Educating against Extremism to Build a Better Future"
27 January: United Nations Holocaust Memorial Ceremony, please see UN Secretary-General Guterres statement here.

From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum on the International Holocaust Remembrance Day Museum Statement on International Holocaust Remembrance Day
RESTITUTION

Property Restitution in Warsaw: A new resource from the World Jewish Restitution Organization (WJRO) to help Holocaust survivors and their families who owned property in Warsaw, Poland and who previously filed property claims with the City of Warsaw after the Holocaust under a law known as the Warsaw Decree. **New 6-month deadline set by Poland.** For more details, visit the WJRO website: [http://wjro.org.il/our-work/property-restitution-in-warsaw/](http://wjro.org.il/our-work/property-restitution-in-warsaw/).

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

The 47th Annual Scholars' Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches

Lessons for a Wounded World: Post-Holocaust Wisdom in the Face of Terror and Fear

March 11 – 13, 2017

Temple University, Philadelphia, PA

For more: [annualscholarsconference@gmail.com](mailto:annualscholarsconference@gmail.com) or [http://ascconf.org/](http://ascconf.org/)

As Mass Murder Began: Identifying and Remembering the Killing Sites of Summer-Fall 1941

March 22 – 23, 2017

Vilna Gaon State Jewish Museum, Vilnius, Lithuania

'The Holocaust and History:
The Work and Legacy of David Cesarani

April 2 – 4, 2017

Senate House and the Imperial War Museum, London, England

For more information [cesarani.conference@rhul.ac.uk](mailto:cesarani.conference@rhul.ac.uk) and to register: [http://onlinestore.rhul.ac.uk/browse extra_info.asp?compid=1&modid=1&deptid=102&catid=727&prodid=2405](http://onlinestore.rhul.ac.uk/browse/extra_info.asp?compid=1&modid=1&deptid=102&catid=727&prodid=2405).

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants

and

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Survivors and Families Meet in Jerusalem

November 5 – 8, 2017

Dan Hotel, Mount Scopus, Jerusalem, Israel

For more: [www.holocaustchild.org/](http://www.holocaustchild.org/)
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

STAJE Seminar for Teachers in Jewish Schools

The Voyage of the St. Louis
February 5, 2017  12:30 - 5:00 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY
For more information: www.mjhnyc.org/teachers_development.html. Pre-registration is required: Call 646.437.4310 or email pradensky@mjhnyc.org

Confronting Bias: Facilitating Difficult Conversations in the Classroom
February 9, 2017  9:00 am – 2:30 pm
Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Advance registration required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/for-educators/professional-development/upcoming-workshops/

Shot by Shot: The Shoah in the Baltics, Belarus & the Ukraine 1941 – 1943
February 15, 2017  9:00 am – 3:30 pm
Las Olas Jewish Center, 1302 Las Olas Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL
For more: Click here to register

Operation Reinhard: Phase II of the Holocaust
February 21, 2017  8:45 am – 3:45 pm
Florida Atlantic University, Delray Beach, FL
For more: http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/event?oeidk=a07edcod118d457419e&llr=aiuaocoa

What Does Justice Look Like: Eichmann and Beyond
February 22, 2017  9:00 am – 2:30 pm
Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Advance registration required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/pages/for-educators/professional-development/upcoming-workshops/

Holocaust Memory: The Meaning of Objects
March 3, 2017  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Holocaust Resource Center, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ
For more information and to register: http://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/holocaust-memory

Refugees: World War II and Now
March 8, 2017  9:00 am - 3:00 pm
Beck Rooms, Walsh Library, Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ
For more: www.nj.gov/education/holocaust/programs/workshops/030817Refugees.pdf
**Advanced Teacher Workshop: How Was the Holocaust Humanly Possible?**  
March 23, 2017  4:30 – 7:30 pm  
Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA  
For more: [www.holocaustcenterseattle.org/events/300-advanced-teacher-seminar-fhao-3-23-16](http://www.holocaustcenterseattle.org/events/300-advanced-teacher-seminar-fhao-3-23-16)

**Holocaust and Human Behavior**  
March 24, 2017  8:00 am – 3:30 pm  
Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA  
For more: [www.holocaustcenterseattle.org/events/299-teacher-seminar-facing-history-3-24-17](http://www.holocaustcenterseattle.org/events/299-teacher-seminar-facing-history-3-24-17)

**Echoes and Reflections and Elie Wiesel’s Night**  
March 24, 2017  8:30 am – 2:30 pm  
Montclair State University, ADP Center for Learning Technologies, 1 Normal Av, Montclair, NJ  

**Echoes and Reflections and Elie Wiesel’s Night**  
April 5, 2017  3:30 pm – 7:30 pm  
Historical Society of Princeton, Princeton NJ  

**Medicine in the Holocaust and Beyond**  
May 7 – 11, 2017  
Western Galilee, Israel  
For more information: [www.medicineaftertheholocaust.org](http://www.medicineaftertheholocaust.org)

**2017 Annual Seminar on Ethics, Religion, and the Holocaust**  
June 19 – 23, 2017  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Powell Holocaust Summer Institute:**  
**Teaching for Humanity**  
August 7 – 11, 2017  
Holocaust Center for Humanity, Seattle, WA  
[Learn More & Apply](#)

### UPComING EVENTS

Now – February 11, 2017— Center for Holocaust and Human Rights Education, Florida Atlantic University, **Boca Raton, FL**  
Now – February 15, 2017—California African American Museum, 600 State Dr, Los Angeles, CA

Exhibit: A Bitter Road: Britain and the Refugee Crisis of the 1930s and 1940s. For more information: lsidebotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk.

Now - February 26, 2017— Holocaust Museum Houston, 5401 Caroline St, Houston, TX
Exhibit: Sousa Mendes and his Visas to Freedom. On view will be passports with the original Sousa Mendes visas along with personal items of refugees rescued by Aristides de Sousa Mendes. For more information, call (713) 942-8000.

Now – March, 2017 — Visitors Lobby, General Assembly Building, United Nations Headquarters, New York, NY

Now – March 2017—various locations in Houston, TX
Handcrafted butterflies from around the world are on display across Houston to memorialize the 1.5 million children who died in the Holocaust. For more information: http://hmh.org/butterflies

Exhibit: My Name Is...The Lost Children of Kloster Indersdorf, a selection of images and individual stories of hundreds of displaced children housed in a former convent near Dachau in the immediate aftermath of World War II. For more: www.mjhnyc.org/exhibitions.html

Now – May 4, 2017—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Exhibit: From Memory to History: Faces and Voices of the Holocaust. Created by the Holocaust Council of MetroWest, this exhibit describes the experiences of original eyewitnesses to the Holocaust through photo collages with explanatory text, videotaped interviews, and historical artifacts. This year the exhibit will also feature Children During the Holocaust. For more information, please contact holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or call 973-929-3194.

Now– June 18, 2017—National World War II Museum, 945 Magazine St, New Orleans, LA

Now – December 31, 2017—Ghetto Fighters’ House Museum, HaGeta’ot, Galilee, Israel

February 1, 2017, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Book talk: A World Erased, with author Noah Lederman, grandson of survivors, in conversation with Professor Jessica Restaino, Montclair State University.
For more information: www.mjhnyc.org/calendar_feb17.html.
February 1 and 8, 2017, 7:00 pm—Las Olas Chabad Jewish Center, **Fort Lauderdale, FL**
NEXT GENERATIONS Yiddish Class Series: *A Journey into Yiddish Language*. For more information: Paulastevens89@gmail.com

February 7, 2017, 7:30 pm—JCC Manhattan, 334 Amsterdam Ave, **New York, NY**
Film Screening and Discussion: *Bogdan’s Journey*, about persuading the people of Kielce, Poland, to confront the truth about the darkest moment in their past - the 1946 Jewish pogrom. For tickets and more information: www.jccmanhattan.org.

February 8, 2017, 3:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**
Conversation: *Haters Emboldened in US and Europe – Online, on the Political Extremes, and in the Streets*, with Susan Corke, Director, Countering Antisemitism and Extremism, Human Rights First. For more information: www.mjhnyc.org/calendar_feb17.html

February 8, 2017, 19h30—Ster Kinekor Rosebank Nouveau, 50 Bath Ave, **Johannesburg, South Africa**
Screening of the film *Denial*, about Deborah E. Lipstadt’s legal battle against Holocaust denier David Irving. Booking essential; shirley@jhbholocaust.co.za

February 9, 2017, 7:00 pm—United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, **Washington, DC**
*Memory Transferred: Voices from the Descendants of Destruction and Displacement*. With authors Erika Dreifus, Rachel Hall, Suzanne Reisman, Meline Toumani, and Sarah Wildman. For more: http://ushmm.org/events/memory-transferred

February 9, 2017, 11:00 am—Clive Daniel Home, **Boca Raton, FL**
NEXT GENERATIONS Cooking Class Series: “A Taste of Life – The Past to the Present”. For more information: apszule@gmail.com.

February 11, 2017, 7:00 pm—Voorhees Hall #105, Rutgers University, **New Brunswick, NJ**
Screening of *With God Against Man*, a documentary about Aristides de Sousa Mendes, in which members of visa recipient families re traced their families’ footsteps from 73 years earlier. Fees. For more information: (848) 932-8482 or njmac12@gmail.com

February 12 – April 7, 2017—UNC Asheville Ramsey Library, **Asheville, NC**
US Holocaust Memorial Museum exhibit *The Nazi Persecution of Homosexuals.*

February 12 & 25; March 12 & 25, 2017, 11:00 am—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
*Museum Architecture Tour – Symbolic by Design*. See how renowned architect Stanley Tigerman infused each space in the Illinois Holocaust Museum with historical and emotional symbolism. For more information: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

February 12 & 25; March 12 & 25, 2017, 12:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**
*Survivor Talks – In Our Voices.* Hear Holocaust Survivors tell their stories in person and answer audience questions. For more information: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org
Crisis, Rescue and Renewal: The Warburg Institute and the Role of Academic Refugees during the Second World War. The famous library that later became the Warburg Institute was moved from Hamburg to London in 1933 following the rise of the Nazi party. The presentation shows how the Institute reacted to the international crisis of the World War II through the lens of micro-stories of academic refugees. RSVP www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=306

February 14, 2017, 4:00 pm—The Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Welwyn Preserve, 100 Crescent Beach Rd, Glen Cove, NY
Professional Development Workshop: Survivor – Aron’s Story. Author Alex Teplish will discuss his grandfather’s memoir, utilizing Shoah Foundation video testimony, artwork from the book and historical music and imagery. For more: (516) 571-8040 or mtracygarrisonfeinberg@hmtcli.org.

Talk: The Creation and Liquidation of the Kishinev Ghetto 1941-1942. Presentation by Paul Shapiro, Director of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Office of International Affairs, will place the creation and liquidation of the Kishinev ghetto in 1941/42 in the context of the resonance in the Jewish world of the Kishinev Pogrom of 1903, when 42 Jews were killed, and then carries the story forward to how this once important Jewish centre is being remembered today. Please reserve your ticket at www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=308

February 15, 2017, 9:00 am-4:00 pm—Las Olas Chabad Jewish Center, Fort Lauderdale, FL
NEXT GENERATIONS One Day Educational Retreat, facilitated by Dr. Rose Gatens & FAU Center for Holocaust & Human Rights Education. For more: paulastevens89@gmail.com

February 15, 2017, 3:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Gallery Talk: The Lost Children of Kloster Indersdorf with curator Melissa Yaverbaum. Hear the stories of displaced children from World War II and meet some of the survivors from Kloster Indersdorf. For more information: www.mjhnyc.org/calendar_feb17.html.

February 15, 2017, 7:30 pm—South County Civic Center, Jog Road, Delray Beach, FL
Staged Reading of Address Unknown. For more information: bashasofboca@aol.com.

Book launch: Women in the Holocaust: A Feminist History, with author Dr Zoë Waxman, Senior Research Fellow at the Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies, followed by a reception with light refreshments. For information: lsidbotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk and for tickets: www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=297.

February 16, 2017, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

February 16, 2017, 7:00 pm—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest’s Real to Reel Holocaust Film Series: For A Woman, a fascinating look at the aftermath of the Holocaust. For more information: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194.
February 19 – June 18, 2017— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: *Operation Finale: The Capture & Trial of Adolf Eichmann*, the story behind bringing one of the most notorious escaped Nazi war criminals to justice, told using recently declassified artifacts from the Mossad, Israel’s Secret Intelligence Service. [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

February 19, 2017, 2:00 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibition opening: *Operation Finale*. Learn the amazing history of the exhibition from its creators: Former Mossad agent Avner Avraham; Orit Shaham Gover, Chief Curator of Beit Hatfutsot—The Museum of the Jewish People, Tel Aviv; and Ariel Efron, media designer and producer for the exhibition. Reservations required: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

February 19, 2017, 5:00 pm—Holocaust Museum & Education Center of Southwest Florida, 4760 Tamiami Trail North, Suite 7 Sandalwood Square, Naples FL
Steen Metz will relate his personal story of being transported to Theresienstadt concentration camp and Marina Berkovich, local filmmaker and author, will discuss interviewing a well-known Holocaust denier and present film clips from *Interview with a Denier*. For more and to RSVP: genshoahswfl@icloud.com or 239-963-9347.

February 21, 2017, 9:00 am—South County Civic Center, Jog Road, Delray Beach, FL
NEXT GENERATIONS One Day Educational Retreat, facilitated by Dr. Rose Gatens & FAU Center for Holocaust & Human Rights Education. For more: girlfriendrandi@yahoo.com

February 22, 2017, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Lunch & Learn with Carolyn Enger, daughter of a Holocaust survivor. Please bring a dairy lunch; beverage and cookies provided. For more information and to RSVP: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194.

February 23, 2017, 7:30 pm—Beth Torah, Benny Rok Campus, North Miami Beach, FL
Staged Reading of *Address Unknown*. For more information: paulastevens89@gmail.com

February 26, 2017, 2:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
*Music and Art from Theresienstadt*: Soprano Rachel Joselson and pianist Rene Lecuona, faculty members, University of Iowa School of Music, will perform selections by Viktor Ullmann and other composers who were prisoners in Terezin during the Holocaust. Reservations required: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events)

February 28, 2017, 6:30 pm—Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY
*We’ll Always Have Casablanca* with author Noah Isenberg and film critic James Hoberman. For more: [www.lbi.org/events/casablanca/](http://www.lbi.org/events/casablanca/)

February 28, 2017, 7:30 pm—Trayes Hall, Douglas Student Center, 100 George St, New Brunswick, NJ
*Post-Holocaust Ultra Orthodox Theology: A New Perspective* with Yakir Englander, Bildner Visiting Scholar. For more: [http://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/](http://bildnercenter.rutgers.edu/)
March 1 – April 24, 2017—The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, **London, England**

**One Family, Three Cities, Six Years of War: A Family of Artists During the War and the Holocaust.** This exhibition traces the story of one family’s experiences of separation, persecution and survival during the Second World War and the Holocaust: the family of Franciszka Themerson and her niece Jasia Reichardt. For more information: lsidebotham@wienerlibrary.co.uk

March 2, 2017, 6:30 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Defiance Behind the Scenes – Growing Up Bielski.** Michael “Mickey” Bielski, son of Tuvia, shares his family’s experiences during the Holocaust and provides insight into the partisan group portrayed in the film Defiance. Reservations required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

March 8, 2017, 5:30 pm— Hyatt Regency Chicago, **Chicago, IL**

**Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center Humanitarian Award Dinner**

This annual event welcomes over 1,800 business, civic and community leaders and pays tribute to local Holocaust survivors. Honoring Dr. Richard A. Chaifetz, Compsych Corporation, and E. Scott Santi, ITW. Tickets. Reservations required: www.humanitarianawardsdinner.org

March 9, 2017, 6:30 pm— The Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, **London, England**

**Book Launch: Concentration Camps: A Short History** by Dan Stone, Professor of Modern History at Royal Holloway University of London. Please reserve your ticket at www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=310

March 12, 2017, 10:00 am – 8:30pm, Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival.** Join us as we screen recent feature and documentary films No Asylum, Keep Quiet, Persona Non Grata, and Denial. Each showing is accompanied by an audience talk back. Fees. Reservations recommended: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

March 19, 2017, 2:00 pm— Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, **Skokie, IL**

**Intelligence Challenges in the 21st Century:** Expert on the Middle East and counterterrorism, former CIA officer Melissa Boyle Mahle, discusses what the US and global intelligence community are doing (and not doing) to address current national security challenges. Free with museum admission. Reservations required: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

March 20, 2017, 6:30 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, **London, England**

**Orchestras of Auschwitz,** an opera-ballet production memorializing the Jewish musicians imprisoned in Auschwitz-Birkenau who were forced to play each day as slave labour commandos set off to and returned from their work. Elements of the score include an original composition in memory of Sir Martin Gilbert, renowned Holocaust historian. Constella OperaBallet will give an introduction and overview of the project. RSVP: www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=307

March 23, 2016, 6:00 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, **London, England**

**Who Owns Jan Karski? The Controversy Around the Man Who Tried to Stop the Holocaust**

Dr. Helena Duffy will discuss the heated debate surrounding Yannick Haenel’s controversial novel on Karski’s story and to evaluate the French writer’s contribution to preserving the legacy
of the Polish resister and, more broadly, the memory of Holocaust victims. Please reserve your ticket at www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=311

March 27, 2017, 12 noon—Aidekman Family Jewish Community Campus, Whippany, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest Bagels & Books: The Plot Against America by Philip Roth.
Bagels and coffee provided; bring your appetite for a discussion.
For more information: holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org or 973-929-3194.

March 28, 2016, 6:00 pm—Wiener Library, 29 Russell Square, London, England
Rebuilding Shattered Lives: Some Vignettes of Jewish Children’s Lives in Early Postwar Poland. Part of the Wiener Library’s One Family, Three Cities, Six Years of War series, Dr Joanna B. Michlic examines the situation of Jewish child survivors in Poland in the early postwar period. She argues that each of the young survivors had his own or her own special life story that consisted of a unique universe of experiences, interactions, reactions, and beliefs. Please reserve your ticket at www.wienerlibrary.co.uk/Whats-On?item=312

March 30, 2017, 7:30 pm—Temple Sinai, 18801 NE 22nd Ave, North Miami Beach, FL
Staged Reading of Address Unknown. For more information: www.nextgenerations.org

April 25, 2017, 7:30 pm—Columbia University, 116th St & Broadway, New York, NY
Yom Hashoah program: Sami Steigmann will share his story as a child survivor of medical experiments. Limited space. RSVP SSIColumbiaU@gmail.com

FYI…FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI… Online newsletters

FYI… To mark International Holocaust Remembrance Day on 27 January, Yad Vashem once again launched its IRemember Wall on Facebook wherein a user's Facebook profile is randomly linked to the name of a Holocaust victim from Yad Vashem's Central Database of Shoah Victims’ Names and then posted to the wall together with the photo and name of the Holocaust victim. The IRemember Wall is one of a number of ways in which Yad Vashem reached out to its global audience. Educational resources, online exhibits and materials, and a range of social media are all readily available to help people around the world commemorate the day in a meaningful way.

Yad Vashem’s online exhibition, "Last Letters From the Holocaust: 1941," features missives, some viewable by the public for the first time, written by children and adults in the midst of the Shoah and sent to their loved ones. They were composed by Jews in the ghettos, camps, while fleeing, in hiding and while wandering from place to place. They reveal the inner world and terrible fate of individual Jews in the Holocaust; for many recipients, they were also the last greetings and messages from their loved ones. Additionally, the mini-site has dedicated a complete section containing informative resources about the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau, which took place 27 January 1945, the date now designated International Holocaust Remembrance Day.
FYI... Adopt-A-Safta is a non-profit initiative that pairs young Internationals and Israelis with Survivors of the Shoah who feel lonely. Working off of the Big Brother/Big Sister model, our young volunteer teams will "adopt" a grandmother or grandfather in Israel that is in need of love and attention to visit weekly. Our goal is to train as many volunteers as possible and to connect these two communities; young adults seeking to make meaningful contributions, and the survivors in need of warmth and connection, while we still are blessed with the presence of this holy generation. For more: www.AdoptASafta.com. Email: Info@AdoptASafta.com


FYI... For those interested in organized tours of Holocaust related sites: From The World Organization of Bukovina Jews and Descendants: A Journey on the Path of the Holocaust. This 8 day trip will take place in late June and will include: Chernovitz, Ukraine and the journey (death marches) taken from Bukovina to Transnistria during the Holocaust. For more information please contact: carol8helen@gmail.com

Tour Central Europe is organizing a special tour, guided by two sons of survivors, that will include relevant sites, meetings with the Jewish communities, and presentations by Jewish scholars, survivors and/or second generation. Experience the natural, cultural and historical aspects of the country. For more: www.TourCentralEurope.com.

FYI... For the latest on the Baltics: http://defendinghistory.com/welcome-to-defending-history

FYI... Learning more about the Holocaust Online: From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Why Did the Holocaust Happen? Peter Hayes https://livestream.com/digitalushmm/events/6874567/videos/147058191

FYI...Blog Moral & Religious Dilemmas in the Holocaust – Free Download

FYI... From the JTA archive
75 years ago: 15 more Jews executed in Warsaw for leaving ghetto without permission
Nazis execute all Jewish war prisoners taken on the Soviet front
80 years ago: Nazi paper slams portrayal of Christ with Jewish features
FYI… Videos, audios and / or slideshows of interest:

**Across Borders - International**

#WeRemember: Over 200,000 people post photos of themselves to remember Holocaust
Holocaust survivors living in poverty

**Austria**

Austria’s Chancellor Invokes Country’s Role in Holocaust
Austrian Sent to Prison for Selling Pro-Hitler Songs

**France**

When Nancy Wake saw a Jewish man

**Poland**

Her Voice from the Shoah

**UK**

Sir Ben Kingsley on Elie Wiesel, Series 41, Great Lives - BBC Radio 4
Holocaust: Frank Bright remembers being separated from his mother - BBC News
Rabbi Sacks on the Holocaust & importance of remembrance ...
Fiona Bruce stunned by horrifying Holocaust relic on Antiques Roadshow
Derry relatives of Auschwitz victim to appear on Antiques Roadshow
Jane Haining's ring to feature on Antiques Roadshow - BBC News
Holocaust 'holds up a mirror to our times' - Archbishop - BBC News
Holocaust Memorial Day: What can we learn? - CBBC Newsround
The Last Laugh (2016): Official Trailer
Beware hate speech, says Auschwitz Holocaust survivor - BBC News
Holocaust Memorial Day marked in Scotland - BBC News
Holocaust Memorial Day, The Daily Interview - BBC Radio 5 live
Helen Lewis: Belfast plaque for Holocaust survivor - BBC News
Holocaust survivor: 'The dehumanisation started immediately' - BBC News
Remembering the Holocaust's forgotten victims - BBC News
USA

Why Did the Holocaust Happen?

International Holocaust Remembrance Day Commemoration

White House calls outrage over omitting Jews in Trump’s statement on Holocaust ‘pathetic’

Reporter Who Broke The Story Of Start Of WWII Dies At 105

Auschwitz survivor preaches forgiveness

Dollhouses as history, and therapy - CBS News

WATCH: Meet Nonagenarian ‘Big Sonia,’ Among Last Holocaust Survivors of Kansas City

FYI… Articles in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If any link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International

12 notable Jews who we lost in 2016

UN News - Honouring Holocaust victims, UN chief Guterres pledges to battle anti-Semitism, all forms of hatred

On Holocaust remembrance day, warnings of rising xenophobia

Global initiatives virtually commemorate the Holocaust — in a very real way

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, we must stand together as one and declare: #WeRemember

Commentary: On Holocaust Remembrance Day, holding fast to values of freedom and dignity

Pictures from WJC's #WeRemember campaign projected on Auschwitz grounds, streamed live on social media

#WeRemember: A look at the more than 250,000 people who shared our message on Holocaust Remembrance Day

Belgian prime minister, Austrian chancellor, Israeli president among world leaders to join WJC's #WeRemember campaign

#WeRemember campaign see enormous support in Germany

Lithuania's foreign ministry embraces #WeRemember campaign

#WeRemember: UK community joins global initiative to recall the Holocaust - Jewish News

South African students share #WeRemember message with the world
Global initiatives virtually commemorate the Holocaust — in a very real way - Times of Israel

The Holocaust for Communists

International Holocaust Remembrance Day: New Film Documents ‘Butterfly Project’ to Honor Each of 1.5 Million Children Killed by Hitler

International Holocaust Remembrance Day – in pictures

On Holocaust Memorial Day, let us remember our duty to child refugees | Alf Dubs

Australia

Shoah memorials 'safe under 18C' - The Australian Jewish News

Magazine defends Holocaust cover - The Australian Jewish News

Austria

Austria's Chancellor Invokes Country's Role in Holocaust

Austrian man jailed for selling pro-Hitler songs online

Austrian Orchestra Was Given A Stolen Painting During WW2 – Now The Rightful Owner Has Been Found

Former Jerusalem Post editor Ari Rath dies at 92

Brazil

Bones of Mengele, 'Angel of Death,' teaching tool in Brazil

Bones of Auschwitz’s ‘Angel of Death’ used for teaching medicine in Brazil

Nazi Doctor Mengele Now Himself Object of Medical Study

Brazilian neo-Nazis with combat experience recruited to fight Ukrainian civil war - JTA

Brazil’s president attends Holocaust remembrance service at country’s largest synagogue - JTA

Brazil president attends Holocaust memorial at country’s largest synagogue

Cambodia

Through studying the Holocaust, Cambodians deal with own genocide ...

Canada

Holocaust survivor Philip Riteman honoured by adopted home of N.L.

Q&A with Henri Lustiger Thaler: Reshaping the narrative of the Shoah

Holocaust survivors call on world to indict those responsible for Syrian atrocities

Holocaust scholar Yaffe Eliach reconstructed European Jews' world
'Survivor' and 'Child of survivors' not synonymous
Growing up in Toronto surrounded by Holocaust survivors
This Toronto doctor’s Holocaust saga ‘should be remembered forever’ — and others will be too
Winnipeg Couple Tarred With Swastika and Nazi Reference
Winnipeg family receives gift-wrapped hate message
Swastika, ‘die Jew’ left on rock at door of Canadian couple
Police investigate swastika incident in Sault
Swastika Drawn in Snow Outside Canadian Jewish Columnist’s Home

Chile
Chilean neo-Nazis attack Jewish gay youth with razor

China
The Plight of WWII Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, and More Forward Looking Back

Croatia
Croatian School Removes Anne Frank Exhibition : Balkan Insight
Why Croatian Jews Boycotted This Year’s Holocaust Remembrance Day

France
In France, a Vexing Dilemma: Collaborate or Resist?
The Colorful World of Jewelry Designer Léa Stein -- This French Holocaust survivor has an eye for pattern and a wildly obsessive fan base
Exposition: pourquoi la BD a longtemps eu si peur de la Shoah
Was Tintin’s creator drawing on hate?

Germany
German Holocaust archive publishes inventory online
How the Nazis Took Control of Germany
Researchers uncover vast numbers of unknown Nazi killing fields
Thousands of Unknown Nazi Persecution Sites Discovered by Researchers
Revealed: How Nazi war criminal who invented mobile 'gas vans' to kill Jews died after years of squalor living in a Syrian cellar

What People Get Wrong About the Nazi Conference to Plan ...

Nazi war criminal Alois Brunner 'died in Syria squalor'

Nazi war criminal Alois Brunner died in Syria basement in 2001 – report

Nazi propaganda chief Goebbels' secretary dies at 106

Nazi Propaganda Minister Goebbels’ Secretary Dies at 106 with No Regrets

Remembering the 'forgotten victims' of Nazi 'euthanasia' murders (Deutsche Welle)

‘Mein Kampf’ Is Back — And There Are Reasons To Worry About That

Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’ is German bestseller, again

Germany sees 'overwhelming' sales of Hitler's Mein Kampf - BBC

Hitler's 'Mein Kampf' is a German best-seller for 2016

Antisemitism Experts: Popularity in Germany of New Annotated Version of Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf” Doesn’t Need to Be Cause for Alarm

'German research institute trivializes Holocaust to attack ...

German Leader Slams Holocaust Memorial: ‘Disgrace’ In Berlin, AfD’s Bjoern Hoecke Says

Far-Right German Politician Stirs Outrage With Holocaust Memorial Criticism

In Germany, a far-right leader stirs a long-suppressed nationalism - New York Times

Merkel’s spokesman condemns populist’s Holocaust remarks

German nationalist calls for end to Nazi-related guilt

German nationalist calls for end to Nazi guilt

German populist’s call to end Nazi guilt ignites outrage

Populist who urged end to Nazi guilt can stay, German party rules

Hannah Arendt and the German understanding of the Holocaust

Germany’s Holocaust remembrance day: Is it really what it seems to be?

Deutsche Bank sued in US by Jewish trust over $3 billion withheld - Bloomberg

WJC President Lauder calls German court’s rejection of ban of neo-Nazi party 'disconcerting'

German court criticized for not banning neo-Nazi-linked party

Yolocaust art project challenges how the Holocaust is remembered - Deutsche Welle

‘Yolocaust’ photomontage exposes Shoah memorial selfies
'Yolocaust': How should you behave at a Holocaust memorial? - BBC News

Israeli-German artist shames Holocaust memorial selfies

Satirist Takes Berlin Holocaust Memorial Selfie-Takers To Task

If you take a selfie at a Holocaust memorial, you might be shamed on 'Yolocaust'

‘YOLO-caust’ Art Project Takes Aim at Shoah Selfies

'Yolocaust' Site Taken Down by Creator

No More Shoah Selfies: Why the Controversial 'Yolocaust' Project Was Taken Down

Berlin’s Holocaust memorial is ‘not a place for fun selfies’

Revisiting Concentration Camp Atrocities in Shattering Clarity - The ...

Auschwitz museum asks Germans, Austrians to donate items

Germany to probe Nazi-era medical science (Science)

German schoolbook publisher apologizes for anti-Semitic illustration

Hanover Museum To Return Watercolor to Holocaust Victim’s Heirs

German family firm to return Nazi-looted artwork to Jewish heirs

Was Some Nazi Art Actually Pretty Good?

German family firm to return Nazi-looted artwork to Jewish heirs

German court affirms ruling synagogue arson not anti-Semitic

German Court Rules Synagogue Burning Is Merely Anti-Israel Criticism, Not Anti-Semitism

Germany may pay out for Namibia genocide

Germans Honored for Preserving Local Jewish History

Researchers uncover vast numbers of unknown Nazi killing fields

Philosopher Martin Heidegger Spent Years Trying To Convince His Brother To Become A Nazi

The Dark History of Jews And The Olympics

German police raid homes of extremists allegedly planning attacks on Jews, refugees

German Muslim students protest Holocaust remembrance, attack Israel

Greece

The Shoah In Salonika

At Holocaust memorial in Greece, WJC President Ronald S. Lauder says: ‘Indifference has not gone away’
Guatemala

Guatemala Opens First Holocaust Museum in Central America

Hungary

Grand inquisition or historiography: Paul Bogdanor’s old-new take on the Kasztner saga

India

Café Dissensus - Contents: India’s Response to the Holocaust and its Perception of Hitler (Issue 31)

Iran

Tehran Holocaust refugees generating new interest amid global migrant crisis

Israel

Israel is the Only True Memorial to Auschwitz

Nazi hunter: Israel’s silence on Croatia’s Holocaust distortion is abdication of duty

How the State of Israel Abuses Holocaust Survivors

For the ‘lost children’ of the Holocaust, a lifelong quest to be found

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, we must stand together as one and declare: #WeRemember

Public figures say 'we remember' ahead of Holocaust Remembrance Day

Israelis seek to comfort Holocaust's loneliest survivors

For Holocaust’s loneliest survivors, young Israelis are a lifeline

Holocaust survivor spots long-lost cousin on TV

Educators gather to discuss Jewish identity and the Holocaust

Kibbutzniks who fled Hitler welcome 100th great-grandchild

Raoul Wallenberg: Hero of Humanity

Raoul Wallenberg: Getting to the core of the mystery

International Supermodel Bar Refaeli Among Hundreds of Israelis to Respond to Facebook Plea to Celebrate 92nd Birthday of ‘Lonely, Blind’ Holocaust Survivor

Almost nothing

The Unlikely Allies Assisting Israel’s Jewish Holocaust Survivors

The Holocaust’s impact in postwar societies

Holocaust Deniers at Yad Vashem: German Far-right Tour Israel
200,000 survivors left in Israel

Telling the Holocaust story of a grandmother who refused to speak

Best Holocaust movies to watch for Holocaust Memorial Day

**Italy**

Pope warns against populism and 'saviours' like Hitler

Pope Warns That Rising Populism Could Produce a New Hitler

Pope Francis Makes Shock Announcement, Says Trump May Be Next Hitler: ‘People voted for Hitler…

My return to Cremona's DP camp - The Canadian Jewish News

Giorgio Perlasca: The ‘Italian Wallenberg’

Survivor’s Daughter Uncovers Vandalism of Milan ‘Stumbling Stone’ Holocaust Memorial

Running for the past, athletes trek to Holocaust race in Rome

**Jamaica**

Prof organizes reunion of Gibraltar Camp in Jamaica

**Japan**

Why Did Japan Treat Jews Differently During World War II?

**Lithuania**

Lithuania is Building a Convention Center Over Vilna's Jewish Cemetery. Here's How You Can Protest.

In Lithuania, bureaucratic backflips to protect Holocaust amnesia | Bloggish

Lithuanian Game Show Canceled After Nazi Salute and ‘Jew’ Clue

Lithuanian show nixed over Nazi salute ‘Jew’ clue

Lithuanian TV sorry for Nazi salute by actress

**Macedonia**

Honouring Macedonia’s lost Jewish community

**Netherlands**

Anne Frank House Museum Attracts Record 1.3M Visitors

The Woman who Killed to Save Jews from the Nazis
New Zealand

Remembering What the World Would Prefer to Forget

Norway

Norwegian TV sorry for spoofing Holocaust

Poland

Auschwitz death camp: Poland puts database of prison guards online - BBC News
Poland puts Auschwitz-Birkenau staff database online
Record of over 2 million people visited Auschwitz museum in 2016 - JTA
Auschwitz Memorial Sees Record Number of Visitors in 2016
Speaking out in every generation: Why I sent my son to Auschwitz
The Auschwitz museum has a Twitter account, and this ex-journalist runs it
Conservationist preserve Auschwitz site to remember Holocaust
Unprecedented work underway to preserve Auschwitz
How Auschwitz Can Be Both a Memorial and a Center for Education
Can Auschwitz Be a Graveyard and a Tourist Destination?
Life and Death, Side by Side

Arrive at Auschwitz a Tourist, Leave As a Traveler
Elderly survivors return to Auschwitz, 72 years after liberation
Holocaust survivor remembers Auschwitz, the hope that sustained him
At Auschwitz, a Jewish journalist confronts his anti-Polish bias
My anti-Polish bias as a Jewish journalist
Read these searing quotes from an Auschwitz survivor's essay on life in the camp

Auschwitz survivors make painful pilgrimage 72 years later to mark Holocaust Remembrance Day
This photograph was the most agonizing thing I saw at Auschwitz
Remove the Catholic Church From Auschwitz

‘Historical truth is not always pleasant,’ Poland’s President Duda tells forum in Jerusalem
Polish Jewish museum, Warsaw community bury hatchet in bid for unity
In 'Pharmacist of Auschwitz,' author Patricia Posner reminds us why we need to remember Holocaust | Books | Dallas News
Necklace Similar to One Owned by Anne Frank Found at Nazi Death Camp
Pendant of teen, possibly linked to Anne Frank, found at death camp
Researchers: Pendant found at death camp may have Anne Frank link
Anne Frank's Pendant? My Heart Raced
POLIN Museum's exhibition named one of the best in the world!
In first, Polish airline LOT marks Holocaust Remembrance Day
Auschwitz-themed game aimed at raising Holocaust awareness, company says
Non-Jewish Poles don yarmulkes to protest anti-Semitism
A Jewish girl's pendant was found at a Nazi camp - and now Yad Vashem is looking for her relatives
Archaeologists Unearth Jewelry Likely Removed from Nazi Gas Chamber Victims
Did This Concentration Camp Pendant Belong to Anne Frank's Cousin?
Restoration effort returns dignity to Jewish cemetery in Poland - The Boston Globe
Polish president: Jews safer in Poland than Western Europe
Anti-Semitism Spikes in Poland — Stoked by Populist Surge Against Refugees
Anti-Semitism seen on the rise in Poland

Scotland
Heritage centre to honour Scot who helped schoolgirls during Holocaust
'My mother escaped the Nazi Death Camps, now heed her words for Holocaust Day'

Sweden
Swedish Jews boycott Holocaust memorial co-organized by nationalist party

Taiwan
Taiwan 'Nazi rally' school principal resigns - BBC News

UK
Prince Charles warns over religious persecution
MPs pay tribute to Holocaust survivor Kitty Hart-Moxon - BBC News
Polish-Born Sociologist Zygmunt Bauman Dies in UK at Age 91
Dunscore heritage centre plan for Auschwitz victim Jane Haining - BBC News
Surviving the Holocaust: 'I didn’t allow any hatred to grow. But I don’t blame those who did'
Holocaust Memorial Day: Survivor recalls 'hell on Earth' - BBC News
Zuzana Ružičková survived disease, concentration camps, Communism, and antisemitism.
Archbishop reflects on Auschwitz visit
The story of an Englishman in Auschwitz
How my grandad survived the Holocaust
The secret story of the Jewish codebreakers who helped win the war
The Auschwitz survivor who returned to rescue her brother’s paintings
Genocide survivors gather in London ahead of Holocaust Memorial Day
Children saved from Nazis by 'British Schindler' plan memorial to parents
The Holocaust by Laurence Rees review – the voices of victims and killers
Antisemite, Holocaust denier … yet David Irving claims fresh support
The true story behind denying the Holocaust - BBC News
Report: Jews in North West London Pelted With Eggs; Have Swastika-Decorated Brick Hurlèd Through Window During Shabbat
UK bank to secure credit cards using Nazi technology
Another Treasure Hunter Makes Bold Claims About The Location Of The Lost Nazi Gold
British Library instrumental in returning a book stolen by the Nazis
J.K. Rowling, Voldemort and Hitler -- At what age is it appropriate to start teaching young children about the Holocaust?
Amazon Worker Fired for Slipping ‘Uncle Adolf’ Note to Jewish Customer
Spate of anti-Semitic attacks hits London over weekend
London’s Muslim mayor calls for zero tolerance for hate crimes following anti-Semitic incidents
Antisemitic video game available via YouTube
Neo-Nazi 'Angry Goy' Video Game Shows Jews Being Shot, Placed Into Ovens

Ukraine
‘Jews Out’ Marchers Celebrate Legacy of Ukraine Nationalist Stepan Bandera
Vandals paint Nazi graffiti on Polish graves in Ukraine
Historic Cemeteries in Ruin
Digging Up My Jewish Roots in My Grandfather’s Ukrainian Village
USA

Let Us Remember

Remembering the Holocaust, Forgetting the Survivors

On Holocaust Remembrance Day: A third of survivors in the US are poor

The growing needs of Holocaust survivors in the US

US Holocaust survivors’ requests for help grew by 20% in 2016

Soon There Will Be No More Survivors

Nazi hunter says hundreds could still be at large

Haunting Twitter Account Shares the Fates of the Refugees of the St. Louis

Opinion: Honor the memory of Nazi victims by speaking out against anti-Semitism

Neo-Nazis set date for armed march against Jews in Montana - The Forward

Neo-Nazi website: Hamas member will speak at armed march in Montana on MLK Day

After cancellation, Whitefish official says neo-Nazi marchers ‘likely can assemble’ later

Montana Jews face white supremacist threats

Christian Ministers Call for Montanans to Display Menorahs in Solidarity

Rally in solidarity with Jewish community held in Whitefish, Montana

City of Great Falls, Montana, Issues Moving Resolution Backing Jews in Whitefish Assailed by Neo-Nazis

Neo-Nazi Blames ‘Jewish Trickery’ — but Why Was His March Really Called Off?

PHOTOS: Montana Police Nail Mezuzah on Station Door, Defying Neo-Nazis

Did Wendy’s Become the Accidental Neo-Nazi Happy Meal?

How art can help us remember the Holocaust

Scholar answers eight key Holocaust questions

Holocaust survivors remember with resilience

After decades, voices of Holocaust horror and survival finally get an audience – The Boston Globe

The United States also denied refuge to Jews fleeing Hitler, fearing they might be Nazis

How America’s rejection of Jews fleeing Nazi Germany haunts our refugee policy today

Holocaust survivors respond to Trump’s refugee ban with outrage, empathy

Powerful photos of Holocaust refugees mark Holocaust Remembrance Day
US Jews see ‘tragic irony’ in refugee ban on Holocaust Remembrance Day

The Holocaust Bankers Who Saved My Grandmother

Honoring Jewish Rescuers Is Our Obligation

Remembering the Jewish Cryptographer Who Helped Beat the Nazis

Jack Sutin, Jewish resistance leader during World War II, dies at 103

Fox Searchlight Wins ‘Keeper Of The Diary’ Spec On Heroic Effort To Publish Anne Frank’s Work

Remembering Under the Clouds of Anti-Semitism

Comparing Jewish refugees of the 1930s with Syrian refugees today (New York Times)

Celebrities to Gather for Reading of Elie Wiesel’s ‘Night’

‘Night,’ Elie Wiesel’s Masterpiece, To Receive Star-Studded Live Reading

Holocaust survivor told story to thousands of students

Holocaust survivors find joy in Brooklyn soirees

J Street’s Hypocrisy on Holocaust Analogies: You Can’t Have It Both Ways

When my great-uncle liberated a Nazi concentration camp

‘We’re Far Away From ‘Never Again’’

On International Holocaust Remembrance Day

Remembering our beloved father David on Holocaust Remembrance Day

Survivors Mark Holocaust Remembrance Day

Not exactly bedtime stories: My father, the Holocaust and a moment of bravery he’ll never forget

Wiesenthal Center: Nazi war criminal probes nearly double from previous year

Deborah Lipstadt speaks out about ‘fake news’ and Denial

Author and retired Northwestern professor speaks on Holocaust

Pasadena trial focuses on Nazi-looted masterpiece | Los Angeles ...

Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati Hit With Swastika Graffiti

Swastika painted on Reform rabbinical school’s sign in Cincinnati - JTA

Jewish Museum poster defaced with swastikas in New York subway station

Anti-Semitic note with yellow star left on car of Maryland couple

Ruth Sax: Survivor.
Uncovering my family's hidden Holocaust stories

Long Beach VA hospital named for war hero, Holocaust survivor | Nation

The Holocaust Survivor Who Hated Anne Frank - Scribe – Forward ...

How we knew it was time to leave Germany

A Father’s Legacy: Grim Footage of Concentration Camps

A star-studded ‘Night’ to honor Elie Wiesel in New York

How Not to Be Afraid

How an escape from the Nazis colored the career of Harvard’s longest-serving dean

She loved him, and he died in the Holocaust. Now her son is bringing his music back to life.

After the Holocaust, Only This Young Composer’s Music Survived

The Holocaust History My Family Never Learned

Nazi Camp Memorial Says Nationalist Lawmaker Not Welcome

What a Swastika Means to Reform Jews in Today's America - Opinion ...

This Hollywood titan foresaw the horrors of Nazi Germany (Smithsonian Magazine)

Two New Books Look at the Holocaust in Civic and Military Terms

New Research Reveals Extent of FDR Administration Knowledge of Nazi Euthanasia Gassings

Long-Lost Plea to FDR Revives Question: How Could Europe’s Jews Have Been Saved?

From Brooklyn To Berlin, With An Eye On The Future

Paul Ornstein, Psychoanalyst and Holocaust Survivor, Dies at 92

Meet Henry Orenstein, the man who changed how the world plays

Portrait of Papa as a Young Man

Ex-POW's Holocaust story told on film at Summerlin Library | Las ...

Johnson & Wales students join United States Holocaust Museum project to learn what Denver knew about Nazis and when

‘This Man is a Spite Machine’: Obama Blasted on Social Media for Appointment of Ben Rhodes to Holocaust Memorial Council

This Holocaust Remembrance Day, Something to Cheer For: Obama’s HEAR Act

Obama names aide Ben Rhodes to Holocaust Memorial Council

Obama Appoints First Transgender Jewish Woman to Holocaust Memorial Council

Can Congress Solve the Mystery of Raoul Wallenberg’s Disappearance?
A charity set up by Anne Frank’s father has become a fierce critic of Trump’s plans for refugees
Will Holocaust survivor, longtime presidents’ tailor, dress Trump?
Trump in response to report of Russian dossier: ‘Are we living in Nazi Germany?’
Trump attacked for comparing intelligence agencies to Nazi Germany
Trump compares rumors Russia has dirt on him to ‘Nazi Germany’
Failing To Confront Trump’s Bigotry Is a Moral Stain on Simon Wiesenthal Center — and American Jews
Why Won’t More Jewish Groups Condemn Trump’s Shameful Nazi Comparisons?
Campaign rhetoric and post-election hate crimes draw Jewish historians into the fray
Renowned Sociologist Heard Echoes of World War II in Trump
Confronting the Politicization of the Holocaust
Jared Kushner’s grandmother on being a refugee: ‘The doors of the world were closed to us’
Trump Doesn’t Mention Jews in Holocaust Remembrance Day Message
Trump’s Holocaust day statement fails to mention Jews or anti-Semitism
The White House Omits the Jews from the Holocaust
Trump’s White House Takes Heat for Holocaust Remembrance Statement Omitting Mention of Jewish Genocide
Trump’s Holocaust Remembrance Day Statement Is A Threefold Disgrace
White House Doubles Down on Holocaust Statement
Priebus: No Regrets that Trump Excluded Jews from Holocaust Statement
Reince Priebus Defends Holocaust Statement That Failed to Mention Jews
Report: Trump Jewish aide Boris Epshteyn wrote Holocaust statement that omitted Jews
Yad Vashem issues clarification on Holocaust, in apparent Trump rebuke
Holocaust museum resorts to explaining Holocaust in statement seemingly aimed at White House
Holocaust memory without Jews
Calling the Holocaust ‘sad’ is the first step towards denying it ever happened
Jewish Republicans Object (Mildly) to White House Holocaust Statement
Why Trump’s universalizing of the Holocaust matters to the ...
Why It Matters to Jews When Trump Generalizes the ...
The White House Holocaust Horror - Commentary Magazine
WH: No mention of Jews on Holocaust Remembrance Day because others were killed too

Trump’s chief of staff says Holocaust statement did not ‘whitewash’ Jewish genocide

ZOA, Jewish Republicans join those criticizing Trump’s Holocaust remembrance statement

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Trump slams door on refugees

Remembering the Holocaust in the Time of Trump, When Jews Fleeing Horror Were Denied Asylum in America

With history in mind, Jews across US join airport protests of Trump refugee ban

Dear President Trump: Our Grandparents Were Refugees. This Is Their Story.

On Holocaust Remembrance Day, Google Search Still Helps Deniers

Covert Campus Watchdog Discovers University of Houston Students Praising Hitler, Expressing Desire to Hurt Jews on Social Media

Election reflection: Wisdom from my parents - www.jewishaz ...

Anne Frank Was A Refugee, Too

The United States Could Have Saved Anne Frank's Life

Nazis claim a sci-fi director made a film about a global Jewish conspiracy. He didn’t — but watch anyway. (Tablet)

Boots recalled after owner discovers swastika footprints

Workboots That Leave Swastika Tracks Yanked by Company

US company recalls boots that leave swastika imprints

‘Swastika’ Boot Manufacturer Blames Chinese Factory for Nazi Footprint

Does Neo-Nazi Media Kingpin Live on Upper East Side — With a Jewish Wife?

Somewhere on the Upper East Side, a Jewish Woman Has a Neo-Nazi Husband

White supremacist outed for having Jewish wife

Popular neo-Nazi blogger resigns over revelation his wife is Jewish

At the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, a virtual encounter with a Syrian refugee

A step-by-step guide to a meme about punching a Nazi in the face (Washington Post)

4 Great Nazi Punchers in History

Driving Dave Through the City of Angels -- Dave’s a Holocaust survivor. And I’m his driver, a college grad who dreams of bigger things for herself

For the ‘lost children’ of the Holocaust, a lifelong quest to be found

‘No Jews Allowed’ Accompanies Swastika-Like Symbols Found in Stanford Campus Area

Charleston Church Gunman Who Aimed To End ‘Jewish Problem’ Is Sentenced to Death
For the ‘lost children’ of the Holocaust, a lifelong quest to be found

Brave Woman Who Saved Hundreds Of Lives In The Holocaust Dies In The US Aged 96

Nazis Claim a Sci-Fi Director Made a Film About a Global Jewish Conspiracy. He Didn’t—But Watch Anyway

Q&A with Susan Faludi -- the reporter goes digging to find her father, a Holocaust survivor…

Joseph Roth’s ‘The Hotel Years’ Is a Mirror of Our Times

A Gorgeous Memoir of a Personal Hell

'After Auschwitz, every single day is a bonus': A portrait of the survivors of the Holocaust

Holocaust Expert: It’s "Impossible to Miss" Themes Linking 1933 With 2017 (Guest Column)

Joseph Roth’s ‘The Hotel Years’ Is a Mirror of Our Times

Is This Sugarcane Plantation ‘America’s Auschwitz’?

The Forgotten Holocaust: The Films of Boris Maftsir
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